
Reach 80 % of candidates from your database

Leave the early recruiting phase to our Digital Agent. With our platform, you get more

reactions from potential candidates at a lower cost. Our Digital Agent can process

hundreds of concurrent calls, shortlists relevant candidates and simultaneously

updates the database.

Find relevant candidates faster and at a lower cost

of answered
phone calls

calls in minutes availability

info@borndigital.ai borndigital.ai

80 – 90 % 1000 24x7

Recruitment Agent

Our voice assistant calls the potential
candidates and finds out whether they are
looking for a job, in what field, in which
area/city they currently live, and whether
they would be interested in the specific
position offered by the company.

The digital agent can contact the whole
database within few minutes and prepare a
high-quality shortlist for human recruiters
who do not have to lose their valuable time on
irrelevant contacts.

Lower Costs Immediate Reactions

2 weeks to set your voice assistant
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Join more than 60 B2B CLIENTS in 6 countries who trust us:

info@borndigital.ai borndigital.ai

WATCH VIDEO

Digital agent also deals with

DELAYED CALLS: Many candidates do not answer the first call or ask for a later one. The voice assistant
puts the call on hold and calls again at a time defined by the candidate.

INCOMING CALLS: If the candidate calls back, voice assistant answers it, introduces itself, thanks the
customer for calling back and continues with the questionnaire. All that 24/7 with unlimited number of
parallel calls.

DATABASE UPDATES: As a side effect, the voice assistant updates your contact database based on the
results of the calls (reached contact, non-existent phone number, phone number no longer in use, ...)

Can handle inbound calls 

BOOK DEMO
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